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Katie Hanson
◈ LSW and School Counselor

◆ Social worker 
◇ Organizations that provide support for individuals with 

disabilities
◆ School counselor 

◇ Previously: Nedrose School (K-12) 
◇ Currently: Sunnyside Elementary School in Minot.

◈ Bibliocounseling Special Interest Network (SPIN) facilitator 
through ASCA
◆ Literature expert enthusiast 
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Quick Overview: What is Bibliocounseling?
(often referred to as bibliotherapy; ASCA prefers ‘bibliocounseling’)

Definition: the use of reading materials for help in solving 
personal problems or for psychiatric therapy (Merriam-Webster)

Or
Definition: the use of language-based materials to improve mental 
health (Hynes & Hynes-Berry, 2012)
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Why bibliocounseling, and why school counselors?

◈ School setting = natural fit 
◆ Easy access to literature
◆ Students expect literature in the school setting

◈ Trauma-sensitive 
◆ Can help build relationships
◆ Improve feelings vocabularies and perspective-taking 

abilities
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Distinctions within bibliocounseling

Developmental
or

Clinical

Prescribed 
or

Interactive 
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Developmental vs. Clinical

Developmental bibliocounseling is used by laypeople (teachers, 
parents, librarians, etc.) to assist with expected development and 
transitions for healthy individuals.

Example: using a coming-of-age novel with adolescents to discuss 
peer pressure
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Developmental vs. Clinical

Clinical bibliocounseling is used by mental health professionals to 
address social/emotional and behavioral problems, typically to meet 
goals in therapy (Rubin, 1978).

Example: assisting a student with working through a self-help 
workbook on managing thoughts and behaviors related to OCD
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Which do you use in your school counseling practice? Think, turn, 
and talk with a partner

Developmental
◈ For students that are 

generally healthy and 
following typical 

development

◈ Used to navigate expected 
transitions and life 

challenges

Clinical
◈ For students with an 

established mental health 
concern or diagnosis

◈ Used to work toward 
specific therapeutic goals
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Prescribed vs. Interactive
Prescribed bibliocounseling is the suggesting (or prescribing) of 
literature to an individual, with the expectation that their engagement 
with the material will mostly be independent.

◈ Example: giving a student a list of books about a certain 
topic for them to read on their own; follow-up may or may 
not happen
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Prescribed vs. Interactive
Interactive bibliocounseling is the process of change and growth as 
a result of the therapeutic dialogue between a participant and a 
facilitator. In interactive bibliocounseling, the literature is a catalyst 
for the dialogue, which is the intervention.

◈ Example: reading a poem about grief with a student or 
group who recently experienced the loss of a loved 
one, and discussing what their feeling responses to the 
poem mean for them in their personal grief process. 
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Which do you use in your school counseling practice? Think, turn, 
and talk with a partner

Prescribed
◈ Books and other literature 

are suggested; reading is 
done independently, with or 

without follow up

◈ Interaction with the 
literature is the 

intervention

Interactive
◈ Literature is used as a 

catalyst for therapeutic 
dialogue; reading is mostly 

done together 

◈ Interaction with the self and 
facilitator because of the 

literature is the 
intervention 12



Which type of bibliocounseling is appropriate?
Level of Student Need Level of Counselor Involvement

   High  Clinical High Interactive

     Low  Developmental    Low         Prescribed
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Fair Game Literature
● Picture books
● Longer works of fiction (novels, 

memoirs, chapter books for kids)
● Self-help/guided workbooks
● Magazine or newspaper articles
● Song lyrics
● Poetry
● And more

If the material is language-based, it can be 
used for bibliocounseling. 

What can you add to the list?
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How do you choose?
❖ Time
❖ Student developmental level and 

needs
❖ Theme 

➢ It’s okay to choose literature 
not directly related to student’s 
presenting problem

❖ Strengths-based 
➢ Skip the cautionary tale 
➢ Catastrophes = feeling 

responses, but what’s the 
value?
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Bibliocounseling = Reading and Talking?
Not necessarily.
Including other activities and elements can help students make meaning of the literature in 
their own life.  

Suggested activities:

◈ Journaling or writing prompts
◈ Art
◈ Movement-based activities

◆ “Scoot” activities
◆ Step forward if…
◆ Four corners

Ideas and Examples
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Example: Something Told the Wild Geese by Rachel Field
Grade levels: 4-12

Literary form: poetry

Possible themes: 
◈ Changes/transitions (within family, grade level, graduation, etc.)
◈ Confidence and self-awareness, belief in self

ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors:  
1. M 2: Self-confidence in ability to succeed
2. B-SMS 7: Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem
3. B-SMS 10: Demonstrate ability to manage transitions and ability to adapt

to changing situations and responsibilities
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Example: Something Told the Wild Geese by Rachel Field
Possible activities: 

◈ V-formation writing
◈ Poem re-write with elements specific to their own life

◆ “Though her volleyball jersey was a perfect fit, 
something whispered, “You’re more than this.” 
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Example: When Mischief Came to Town by Katrina Nannestad
Grade levels: 1-5

Literary form: middle grade chapter book 

Possible themes: 
◈ Changes/transitions 
◈ Grief and loss

ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors: not done yet 
1. B-SMS 7: Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem
2. B-SMS 10: Demonstrate ability to manage transitions and ability to adapt

to changing situations and responsibilities
3. B-SS 4: Demonstrate empathy
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Example: When Mischief Came to Town by Katrina  Nannestad
Possible activities: 

◈ Recreate Inge Maria
◆ Develop feelings vocabulary and practice perspective taking
◆ Deepen understanding of the character, and link to friendship-building skills

◈ Write a letter to Inge Maria
◆ Demonstrate empathy
◆ Demonstrate recognition of healthy coping skills 
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Example: The Art of Holding On and Letting Go by Kristin Bartley-Lenz
Grade levels: 9-12

Literary form: YA fiction novel

Possible themes: 
◈ Changes/transitions (within family, grade level, graduation, etc.)
◈ Confidence and self-awareness, belief in self
◈ Grief and loss

ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors:  
1. B-SMS 7: Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem
2. B-SMS 10: Demonstrate ability to manage transitions and ability to adapt

to changing situations and responsibilities
3. B-SS 2: Create positive and supportive relationships with other students
4. B-SS 3: Create relationships with adults that support success
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Example: The Art of Holding On and Letting Go by Kristin Bartley-Lenz
Possible activities: 

◈ Book club
◆ May need to assign readings between meetings
◆ Journal prompts for each reading

◈ Rock wall timeline 
◆ Can be used to chart upcoming goals and  foreseeable challenges, as well as 

past accomplishments and challenges overcome
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Example: If I Ever Get Out of Here by Eric Gansworth
Grade levels: 8-12

Literary form: YA fiction novel

Possible themes: 
◈ Confidence and self-awareness, belief in self
◈ Healthy relationships

ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors:  
1. B-SMS 7: Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem
2. B-SS 2: Create positive and supportive relationships with other students
3. B-SS 3: Create relationships with adults that support success
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Example: If I Ever Get Out of Here by Eric Gansworth
Possible activities: 

◈ Book club
◆ May need to assign readings between meetings
◆ Journal prompts for each reading
◆ Record jacket of your life
◆ Playlist of your life

◇ challenges overcome
◇ setbacks/difficult relationships
◇ goals and dreams
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Example: “In Color” by Jamey Johnson
Grade levels: 8-12

Literary form: Song lyrics

Possible themes: 
◈ Overcoming challenges
◈ Resiliency
◈

ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors:  
1. M 2: Self-confidence in ability to succeed
2. B-SMS 7: Demonstrate effective coping skills when faced with a problem
3. B-SMS 10: Demonstrate ability to manage transitions and ability to adapt

to changing situations and responsibilities
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Example: “In Color” by Jamey Johnson
Possible activities: 

◈ Discussion
◆ Elements of the music and the lyrics

◇ What’s meaningful about the singing style? The tempo? The 
instruments used? The lyrics?

◆ Have students bring in photos from significant periods of their life, and 
discuss why the pictures alone don’t tell the full story
◇ Provides an opportunity for validation of their experience
◇ Provides an opportunity to reflect on their change/progress

⬥ What happened in time between the picture and now? 
◈ Lyric re-write
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Example: Because of Mr. Terupt by Rob Buyea
Grade levels: 4-8

Literary form: Middle grade chapter book

Possible themes: 
◈ Relationships
◈ Redemption

ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors:  
1. B-SS 2: Create positive and supportive relationships with other students
2. B-SS 3: Create relationships with adults that support success
3. B-SS 4: Demonstrate empathy
4. B-SS 8. Demonstrate advocacy skills and ability to assert self, when necessary
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Example: Because of Mr. Terupt by Rob Buyea
Possible activities: 

◈ Unpack the snowball
◆ You could isolate the passage about the snowball, and discuss how little 

events for each character lead up to this scene, and how that could have been 
prevented

◈ Book Club
◆ Pre-developed book club activities (Angela Toovey)
◆ Each student can be assigned a character that they keep from week to week, 

or the group can rotate characters
◇ Character analysis and potentially story-changing impact if different 

coping techniques/problem solving strategies had been used

Thank you!
If you have questions or ideas to share, please 

reach out at:

katie.hanson@minot.k12.nd.us
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